
The ultimate SEO guide for 
the leisure industry

Rank #1 in Google



What’s SEO?
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is about leading more and better traffic to 
your leisure venue’s website. An SEO-optimized website gets your venue to 
the top of the search results when your (potential) guests are looking for a 
day out.

Basic SEO is also important for Google to consider your website as relevant. If 
I search for “bowling venue near me” in your area, are you in the top ranking 
pages? You sure want to be!

Sure, paying for Ads leads directly to more traffic and revenue, but SEO can 
generate that same traffic for free. Especially if you’re relying on guests to 
find you through Google, SEO should be at the top of your priority list.

Before we get started - make sure 
your pages are indexed
Before you start working on your SEO, your pages need to be indexed. If 
Google doesn’t index your website, you’re basically invisible. This means no 
organic traffic and, consequently, no organic revenue.

What does it mean for a page to be indexed?
A page is indexed by Google once it has been visited by a Googlebot (Google 
crawler) and stored in the Google index. A Googlebot is a web crawling 
software search bot that analyzes the content of your page. 

How to check if you’re indexed in Google
To check if your page is indexed in Google, simply copy-and-paste the URL in 
Google. If the page appears in the search results, then the page has been 
indexed.
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How to get indexed
Found that a page isn’t indexed in Google? An easy way to get Google to index 
your page is by requesting the index through Google Search Console:

Open Google Search Console
Navigate to the URL inspection tool
Paste the full URL into the search bar
Once the URL is checked, click on “Request indexing”

This procedure tells Google that you’ve added new content to your website 
and that Google’s crawlers should inspect it.

Note that requesting indexing doesn’t solve underlying problems that may be 
preventing Google to crawl or index your pages. If many pages on your 
website aren’t indexed, it may be due to an error or missing element in your 
page. Google made a handy list of common crawling and indexing problems 
and how to fix them. 

Now that you've made sure your pages are indexed, let’s look into 10 easy 
steps to improve your SEO. Next up, you can print out the checklist below and 
tick off the boxes to find out if your website is ready to rank #1.

Checklist to improve your SEO
Is your website ready to rank high in search engines? Do this quick check!

You use relevant keywords.
Your meta titles and descriptions are engaging, specific and they have 
the right length.
Your content is great. You use keywords and the right headers. Your 
text is scannable and interesting.
Your pages load fast. Ideally they should take less than 2 seconds to 
load, but for sure no more than 3 seconds.
Your images are optimized. They should be no more than 100 KB and 
should have a relevant alt text.
You have included internal links, backlinks and outbound links to give 
your website authority and credibility.
You keep an eye out for broken links.
Your website is mobile-friendly.
Your URLs are clean and well structured. You use the HTTPS protocol 
and hide the www prefix. You also use hyphens to separate words. 
You identify and improve low-performing pages.
You learn about your website, customers and products in Google 
Analytics.
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Find relevant SEO keywords

How do you find relevant keywords?

SEO keywords are words and phrases on your web pages that make it 
possible for users to find your website through search engines like Google.

For your customers to find your website, you need to “speak the same 
language”. This means that you should use the keywords they use. Google will 
notice that your page includes keywords that customers use and show your 
page higher in the search results.

There are many tools that enable you to do keyword research, such as 
Semrush, SE Ranking or Google Search Console. Depending on the tool you 
use, type in which keywords you think are relevant for your business and the 
tool shows you exactly: 

• what the search volume is 
• how much competition there is for that keyword
• which keywords are related
• and which alternative keywords you could use

Now it’s time to carefully choose the keywords you want to focus on.
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Pay attention to the search volume 

Search volume refers to the number of people that look for a keyword each 
month. If a keyword has a very low search volume, it’s not very interesting to 
use since it won’t generate any traffic on your website. 

On the other hand, a keyword with a very high search volume has more 
competitors. This makes it harder to rank for that keyword. Generally, you 
want to stick to keywords with a search volume between 100 and 10.000 each 
month, especially if you’re a small business.

Look for keywords with little competition

A SEO tool also shows you how many other businesses try to rank for your 
keyword. A keyword that has lots of competition is harder to rank for. If you’re 
just getting started with SEO, choose keywords with little competition so that 
your website can rank more easily. 

Use variations of your keyword

Your tool most likely gives you different versions of your keyword. For 
example, if your keyword is “go-karting in Charlotte NC”, you can think of 
related keywords such as “Charlotte NC go-karting” or “where can I go karting 
in Charlotte”. Google recognizes these keywords as variations and will make 
your website rank higher. 

Use long-tail keywords

Relevant keywords are usually long-tail. This means that the keyword consists 
of multiple words, for example “laser tag in Miami Florida”. Long-tail 
keywords are effective for two reasons: visitors that use them have a 
specific search intent and there is less competition.

A specific search intent makes it easier to predict what the customer is 
looking for. Imagine your FEC is located in Miami, Florida and offers go-karting 
as an activity. Without SEO knowledge, you may think a keyword as “karting” is 
a great keyword to focus on. Actually, “karting” is very unspecific. What are 
customers that use this keyword exactly looking for? Information about 
karting for a paper they write? Are they looking to buy a go-kart? If they do 
want to find a place to go karting, where are they located? 

1.2
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A keyword such as karting covers many researches that aren’t relevant for 
what you’re offering: go-karting as an activity to book in your area. Because 
the keyword is very unspecific and not long-tail, the competition is also very 
strong. Even if you tried, you probably won’t rank for this keyword.

A better keyword to focus on would be “go-karting in Miami”. Customers that 
search for these terms are very likely to be interested in your venue because 
they want to go karting and they’re looking for a venue in Miami.

Briq’s pro tip - SEO keyword examples for your 
leisure business

Briq Bookings helps FECs all over the world get more online bookings. As a 
consequence, we know exactly which keywords are useful for leisure 
businesses to use on their website. 

To help you get started with SEO, we’ve gathered some great long-tail 
keywords that you can use as a base to get more online traffic.

We highly recommend you do some research on your own to assemble a 
complete list of keywords you want to use for your website.
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Go-karting in [your 
area]
Go-karting in [big city 
near you]
Indoor go-karting
Outdoor go-karting

•

•

•
•

Bowling in [your area]
Bowling in [big city 
near you]
Glow bowling
Ten pin bowling

•
•

•
•

Laser tag in [your area]
Laser tag in [big city 
near you]
Indoor laser tag
Laser tag for kids

•
•

•
•

Virtual reaility games 
in [your area]
Virtual reality games in 
[big city near you]
VR arcade
VR experience

•

•

•
•

If your venue offers…

BowlingGo-Karting

Use these keywords Use these keywords Use these keywords Use these keywords

Laser tag Virtual reality



What should a text with SEO keywords look like?1.3
Try to use the keyword in most titles and subtitles, as well as in your meta 
descriptions. In your product text, or any other text on your website, you 
should use the keywords a few times as well. We’d recommend using it once 
in the URL, in the title and in the H1 header. Then, use it one or two times in 
the H2 headers and in your body text.

Generally speaking, Google perceives longer texts as more informative and 
therefore more useful than short texts - but only if you’ve written quality 
content where reading time equals dwell time. In longer texts you can also 
include more links, headers and images as well. This is why blogs, articles and 
any longer texts often rank well. 

Be careful not to overdo it , your text should be qualitative and informative 
before anything else. If your text is very long but irrelevant or repetitive, 
visitors will leave your page without reading much of your text. Google will 
pick up on this, which is bad for your ranking. 

For example, an optimized text for the keyword “karting in Sheffield”’ could 
look like this:
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Where to use your keywords1.4
Once you know which keyword you want to focus on in your blog or on a 
landing page, always use it in the following 3 places:

Meta title (also known as SEO title tag)
Your URL 
Your Header 1

You can then go on to use the keyword 2 or 3 more times in the body text or 
in your Headers 2 as long as this doesn’t impair the readability of your 
content.

9
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Write on point meta titles and 
descriptions

Make your meta titles and descriptions stand out

To catch the eye of your audience, your content needs great meta titles and 
descriptions. Meta titles and descriptions count for SEO. Google will notice 
your website gets more clicks, which improves your ranking.

The goal is to make meta titles and descriptions click-worthy. Here are 3 
points you should focus on.

Keep an eye on the length

Keep your meta description between 150 and 154 characters. Your title should 
be under 60 characters. There are many tools, such as Mangools’s SERP 
Simulator, where you can see if your title and meta-description have the right 
length. If they’re too long, Google will cut them off.

Make your titles and meta descriptions engaging

Active phrases and titles are more attractive and will get more clicks. For 
example, instead of writing “Bowling X offers LED bowling”, write “Try LED 
bowling at Bowling X”. Active and actionable phrases make your potential 
visitors enthusiastic and curious.

Be specific about your venue

Don’t be afraid to share details that make your venue unique. So do you offer 
special go-karts with a speed button? Or a cool tropical-themed bowling 
venue? Mention this in the meta description.

2

2.1
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Dos & don’ts for meta titles and descriptions - 
examples

2.2
What do engaging, active and click-worthy meta titles and descriptions look 
like? 
We’ve gathered some examples of great and not-so-great titles and 
descriptions so you’ll know exactly how to write yours.

First of all, the not-so-great titles are too short. This is a missed opportunity 
to optimally present your website to a potential visitor. The titles are also 
passive, with terms such as “it offers” and “it is possible’’.

The great titles have the right lengths and include call to actions with verbs 
like “go”, “try”, and “discover”. 
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Do

Try bowling at Superbowling - 
Best bowling venue in London!

Discover laser tag at Funvenue in 
Dallas - For all ages

Go-karting in miami on an 
awesome indoor circuit | F1 Speed

Don’t

F1 speed karting facility

Bowling in London is possible at 
Superbowling

Funvenue in Dallas offers laser tag

Dos and don’ts for meta titles



The meta descriptions on the left are more effective because they implore 
readers to do something. Also, they have the right length and provide some 
USPs (Unique Selling Points) for each venue. This more detailed information is 
what makes your venue stand out from all the other search results in Google.
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Do

Try bowling at Superbowling for 
the perfect day out! Great deals 
for groups and families. Discover 
tropical and disco themed lanes. 
Or go LED bowling.

Looking for an active and fun day 
out? Bring your friends and family 
to play Laser tag at Funvenue 
-Suitable for all ages - Play in an 
abandoned city.

Come go-karting in Miami at F! 
Speed - 800 feet long circuit - 
Fsat karts with button for extra 
speed - Suitable for children - 
Restaurant available.

Don’t

Go-karting is a fun activity to do. 
You can come go-karting at F1 
Speed.

On our website you can book 
bowling tickets. The venue is 
located in London.

You can play laser tag at 
Funvenue. Funvenue is a fun 
venue located in Dallas, Texas.

Dos & don'ts for meta descriptions



Create great content

You have to consider many factors if you want your website to rank well. 
However, none of those matter if the content on your landing pages (the 
pages through which visitors enter your website) isn’t good enough. 

Good content is recent, relevant and exciting and it answers all the questions 
your visitors may have. For example, you want to include interesting 
descriptions of your venue and your activities. Your deals should be clear and 
easy to book. And you should add some great visuals to your pages. 

When writing your page, look up what your competitors write. You specifically 
want to pay attention to the first three Google results for the keyword you’re 
trying to rank for. Generally, you want to write the same amount of text as 
they do, plus 10%. For example, if they write around 500 words on their page, 
you want to write 550 words on yours.

High quality content on your pages improves the so-called “dwell time”, an 
important measuring instrument for SEO. Dwell time is the time a visitor 
spends on your page per visit. Fresh and clear content on your landing pages 
keeps your visitors on your page for longer. Consequently, these pages will 
rank higher in Google. Make sure not to use repetitive content, because this 
will make your visitors abandon your site.

3
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Use relevant keywords
Use the keywords on your page, in the metadata and in titles. But don’t overdo 
it! If you overuse a certain keyword, search engines will pick up on it and it will 
damage your ranking for that keyword. You can use Yoast, a free online 
wordpress plugin, to avoid over optimization.

Include good visuals
The right visual on your landing pages or deal page makes your website a lot 
more attractive. Try to match your visual to your audience, for example if 
you’re selling family deals then add a picture of a family at your venue.

Write clear descriptions
All the information your visitor may want to know about your deals, such as 
start and end time, location and age requirements, should be directly visible 
on your deal page.

Offer awesome deals
Your deals should match your customer’s interests. Take some time to get to 
know your customers and learn the kind of deals they’re looking for. For 
example, if your target audience is families, you can offer special family deals.

Use the right header tags
Header tags break up your content and make it easier to read and 
understand. They provide structure for your content. Google pays most 
attention to your H1 and H2 tags. Use one H1 tag, this tells Google what your 
page is about, and multiple H2 tags for the rest of your content. Include your 
main keywords in your headers, since Google pays most attention to these.

14

How do you make the content on your landing pages 
great?
Use this checklist to make the content on your website stand out.

Briq’s pro tip

Write blogs for extra traffic.
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If you want to include extra content on your website to rank higher for specific 
keywords, you can write blogs or articles. 

For example, if your venue in Miami offers go-karting and special packages for 
kids, you probably want to rank for the keyword “go-karting in Miami with kids”. 
You can then write a blog or information page about this topic. 

Give the blog a name such as “The best venue to go go-karting in Miami with 
kids”. You can write about why your venue is the ideal place for parents to go 
go-karting with their kids. Don’t forget to link to some of your best kids deals 
and packages.

Keep it short and sweet. Highlight the most important words and phrases, such 
as relevant keywords. Make sure your paragraphs are short and easy to read 
and avoid complicated words or expressions. 

If your content is too long or overly complicated, your reader will leave your 
page. For a good ranking, the time a visitor spends reading your text should 
be about the same as the time it would take someone to read it. If you have a 
long text, but your visitor leaves your page after 10 seconds, Google will believe 
your text not to be interesting or relevant. Consequently, Google won’t show 
you as high in the search results anymore.

Briq’s pro tip - Write blogs for extra traffic.



Make sure your pages load fast

A fast page loading speed is important for multiple reasons. First, Google 
notices a slow page load time and it will be harmful for your ranking. In fact, 
“speed equals revenue”, according to Google.

On top of that, a slow page load time affects the way your customers 
interact with your website. Nearly half of internet users abandon a page if it 
doesn’t load fast. These negative interactions further damage your ranking. On 
the positive side, if your pages load fast, visitors will keep returning to your 
website.

So how fast is fast?

Research shows that customers expect your page to load in 2 seconds or 
less. In fact, customers abandon your page if it takes longer than 3 seconds 
to load.

Try free tools such as Pingdom Website Speed Test to see how fast your page 
loads.

A variety of causes can influence your website speed. You should probably 
check for unoptimized images, website themes or plugins. Does this sound a 
bit too technical? Don’t worry, Terakeet put together a list of 12 helpful tips 
and tricks to improve your page loading time.

4
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Optimize your images

Just like written content, visual content can improve your SEO. Image 
optimization helps you rank higher in Google while improving your page’s 
visibility too. When optimizing your images, these are the things you should 
keep in mind:

By too large, we mean a very high resolution. Large images make your page 
load very slow. Depending on the amount of images on your page, try to keep 
the resolution as low as possible. Images between 50 and 100 KB should do 
the trick.

Make sure your images aren’t too large 5.1

An alt text is a short, written description of an image used within an HTM 
code. The best way to write the alt text is by considering the content of the 
image. Be descriptive, distinctive and relevant. For example, the alt text of an 
image of a bachelor bowling party at your venue could be: “Bachelor bowling 
party at Your Venue’s Name”. A relevant alt text improves your ranking in 
regular Google search results and image search results.

You should be able to easily enter the alt text in the image section in the 
backend of your website. Tools like Yoast can help you optimize your images.

Include a relevant alt text 5.2

5
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Improve your linking strategy

A major part of SEO is your linking strategy. There are three ways your website 
should be linked: internally, with backlinks and outbound links. All three 
drastically improve your site rankings.

Internal links are valuable because they construct an interconnected 
structure for your website. This makes it easier for visitors to navigate your 
website and find the information or deals they’re looking for. Another reason 
why internal links are important is that they help Google’s bots find, and index, 
all your website content.

Imagine you have a website with multiple go-karting venues across the United 
States. A visitor that arrived on your website wants to book a day of go-
karting in his hometown, San Diego. A clear structure makes it very easy to 
book the activity the customer is looking for.

Internal linking on your FEC website6.1

6
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On top of that, Google bots will be able to crawl all these pages on your 
website and index them.

Another way to improve this internal linking is with product descriptions with 
links to articles, blogs or any pages with informative content. 

How great internal linking increases CTR

A high CTR rate throughout your website means that visitors stay on your 
website longer and visit multiple pages by clicking on the links that refer to 
other pages. 

These visitors are more likely to book your venue in your webshop. Internal 
linking plays a huge role in the customer journey, because it allows your 
guests to easily find all relevant information and pages on your website. 

Once they’ve clicked through to your webshop, make sure your offers are 
clear and simple to book. With Briq’s webshop they’ll be able to easily book all 
your activities in one simple online booking system. You can sell multiple 
activities, cross-sells and upsells in one smart booking scheduler.

Which websites want to link to your leisure 
business’ website? 

There are many websites that refer to leisure venues in certain areas to show 
which activities are available there. A well-known example is Yelp, a website 
that gives an overview and a rating of all kinds of facilities in an area. Yelp is 
also very reliable in the eyes of Google, because users can leave reviews and 
ask questions about each listed facility. 

Backlinks tell Google that your website has authority. Backlinks are other 
websites that link to your content in their content. It’s valuable for SEO, 
because it signals to Google that another source finds your content important 
enough to link to it within their website.

Other websites will want to link to your venue for the activities and 
experiences you offer. Great deals and attractive pages that are worth linking 
to are key to getting backlinks. Getting active on social media can increase 
your visibility as well. You can always try to contact the owners of relevant 
websites to discuss linking opportunities between your websites.

Backlinks on other relevant websites to your 
website

6.2
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Another great example, if you offer go-karting, is https://gokartingtickets.com. 
This website lists all go-karting venues over the world. Not only will they link 
to you, you’ll probably also receive more bookings through their website.

Lastly, outbound links can further improve the credibility of your website by 
referring to other websites with authority. By linking to trustworthy and 
authoritative sources, you show your visitor and Google that your website is 
trustworthy as well. 

For your FEC, you should link to authoritative websites that are relevant to 
your business. For example, if you offer go-karting, link to websites that 
discuss go-karting related topics or write blogs about indoor go-karting and 
outdoor go-karting. You could refer to Redbul’s blog 7 mistakes that all noice 
karters make or Go Karting Ticket’s blog about dual go-karting.

Outbound links are mostly interesting when you refer to recent information. 
Be smart when choosing the outbound links. You don’t want your customers 
to end up booking their day out on another website. It’s not a clever idea to 
link to other websites that sell similar deals on your own deal page.

Also, make sure outbound links open in a new browser window to keep your 
visitors from leaving your own website.

Outbound linking to other great leisure websites6.3
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Fix broken links

Broken links refer to a web page that a user can’t find or access. Broken links 
in your website can crush your SEO ranking and they worsen your guests’ 
experience on your website. 

Who would want to click on a link and see this message?

There are three main types of broken links that can occur on your website:

Broken internal links, these are broken links on your website that link to 
of your own pages.

Broken backlinks, these are links from another website to one of your 
pages that don’t work.

Broken outbound links, these are links on your website to another 
website that no longer works.

To fix broken links, regularly check the links on your website. There are many 
tools that do this for you, and contact you right away when a link is broken. 
You could use SE Ranking or Ahrefs. 

Try Dead Link Checker as a free alternative.

7
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Types of broken links7.1
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3.

https://seranking.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://www.deadlinkchecker.com/


Make sure to fix pages that refer to broken links. Broken links can, for example, 
be solved with a redirect. A redirect sends users and search engines to a 
different URL than the originally requested one. This can be handy when 
you’ve moved content to a new URL or when you’ve deleted pages on your 
website. You can easily create a redirect in the backend of your website by 
connecting the old and the new URL.

Solve it with redirects to the right pages7.2
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Make your website mobile-friendly

The majority of your visitors use their phone to book the deals on your 
website. A website designed for all devices is therefore a must. A mobile-
friendly website not only improves your site’s loading speed, it also boosts 
your visitors' experience on your website. Both help your site rank better, 
since more visitors will visit and book your venue in your webshop through 
your website.

Also, your website can rank differently in mobile search engines than in 
desktop search engines. Most SEO tools show you your rankings for both 
types of searches. A mobile-friendly website is more likely to rank high in 
mobile search engines and get more traffic.

Is your website mobile-friendly? Test it with Google’s mobile-friendly testing 
tool. Simply insert your URL into the search box. You’ll see whether or not your 
website is mobile-friendly and you’ll get a list of recommendations to improve 
your mobile experience.

Does the tool show you that your website needs some work? Then it’s time to 
prioritize making your website mobile-friendly. 

8
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If you want to make sure your website creates the best possible online guest 
experience, the best thing to do is regularly test it yourself. Spend some time 
browsing through it on your mobile phone to see if any pages are difficult to 
access or read. This allows you to find small flaws and keep improving your 
website.

An easy solution for a mobile-friendly webshop? Briq’s webshop is fully 
mobile responsive. It allows you to be bookable on every device, 24/7.

Regularly test your website8.1
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Briq’s pro tip

Don’t forget about a mobile-friendly 
webshop.



Create clean URLs

While you can be creative in your title and meta description, your URLs should 
be clean, focused and should include the most important keywords and the 
topic of your content. This is for two reasons:

Firstly, a logical URL structure is important for a great user experience. A 
great user experience is, you guessed it , an important factor when it comes to 
SEO. For example, if you’re searching for information about a venue to go 
bowling, a URL like https://qirbfuncenter.com/information/bowling-venues-
near-me will most likely make you click on the link.

On the other hand, a URL like https://qirbfuncenter.com/index.php?
id_tpa=740&urpr30wpt doesn’t explain what information to expect on the 
page and is therefore not user friendly.

Secondly, URL structures tell Google what your pages are about and how 
they relate to the rest of your website. URLs are a ranking factor for Google. 
Optimized URLs make it easier for search bots to crawl and index your 
website.

Here are tips to edit your URLs to be structured short, simple and relevant. 

9
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This is the secure version of the HTTP protocol. It adds a secure layer 
between your website and the brower, so that even hackers can’t read the 
data. HTTPS makes your website trustworthy. Especially if your customers 
make purchases online, creating a sense of trust is crucial.

Use HTTPS protocol for a secure website

The www prefix is unnecessary since it’s obviously a website domain. You 
want to try to keep your URL short. A developer can help you hide the prefix.

Hide the www prefix for a clean look

Do you find bowling.com/blog/howtofindtherightbowlingvenueforyou or 
bowling.com/nlog/how-to-find-the-right-bowling-venue-for-you clearer? 
Hyphens between the words make your URL look clear and reliable. 

Separate words with hyphens for readability



Identify and improve low-
performing pages

10
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A good indicator of how good the content on your page is is its bounce rate.

An important part of SEO optimization is to keep monitoring your website. You 
can easily do this by using Google Analytics and Google Search Console. 

If a page doesn’t have much traffic, then you can try to optimize it by looking 
into the content, title or meta description. Or maybe it hasn’t been indexed 
well or it’s very slow.

The bounce rate of a page shows the percentage of people that leave your 
website after visiting that specific page. So a bounce rate of 60% on a page 
means that 60% of your visitors abandon your website after visiting that page, 
and 40% stay on your website and visit other pages.

The lower the bounce rate, the better. Aim for a bounce percentage between 
40 and 60% for your website. If your page’s bounce rate is higher than 70%, 
you should be able to improve it by at least 10 to 20% with great SEO efforts. 
Keep track of your average bounce rate and be aware of which pages need 
improvement. This helps you set goals to better your bounce rate and get 
better traffic.

Does a page have a high bounce rate or a very low average time on the page? 
Then your title and meta description may not align with the content on the 
page. If the visitor clicks on your page, but then realizes it isn’t the content he 
was looking for, he will leave. To avoid this, make sure your metadata explains 
exactly what the visitor finds on your page. Consider it an invitation and short 
summary of your page.

What you can do to improve your bounce rate

Your page’s bounce rate10.1
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Another important factor to keep in mind in the click through rate (CTR) of 
your URL. If your pages rank well, many visitors will see your page in the 
search results. They’ll see your meta title and description. This is what we 
refer to as impressions. 

Of course, if no one actually clicks on your URL, you won’t get any traffic. The 
percentage of people that click on your URL is referred to as the CTR. You can 
see these numbers in Google Search Console.

If you want to see the CTR or the total impressions of a single page, you can 
paste the URL in the +New button. 

The best way to improve your CTR is by ranking higher and by having great 
metadata. If your URL ranks high in Google, more people click on it. Attractive 
metadata makes your viewers want to click on your page.

What you can do to improve the CTR

Your page’s click through rate10.2

You want to look into the loading speed as well, since slow loading pages 
make guests abandon your site. 



Continuously learn from Google 
Analytics

11
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Always stay up-to-date with your website and customer data. Which of your 
deals or activities do your visitors book most? Which pages are mostly 
visited? When do your customers like to visit which page? Are your customers 
mostly families or groups of friends?

All these data will help you continuously improve your content and website 
performance. You’ll also be able to see the results of some of your marketing 
campaigns and see which strategy works best for you. 

Briq’s pro tip

Get started with customer data

Want to get a head start on customer 
knowledge? Download our ebook with 
helpful FEC data and insights for free. 

Briq Bookings makes you more 
visible online
Could you use some help with your online success? Briq Bookings has helped 
FECs all over the world increase their revenue. Discover our seamless booking 
system and all the integrations you’ll need for online growth. 

You’ll be able to combine and manage all your activities and bookings in 
one smart online booking system. You can include upsells and cross-sells 
and test packages to see which work best. This doesn’t only save you lots of 
time and make your webshop more customer friendly, it drastically increases 
your revenue.

Briq’s Customer Success team helps you get on board with Briq. They guide 
you throughout your journey and provide you with helpful information. They 
show you exactly how you’re performing and how you could improve your 
website and webshop in our free and personalized E-commerce Academy.

https://www.briqbookings.com/download-free-ebook-for-more-bookings/
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Eager to read more about online 
success and visibility for your 
leisure center?
We’ve created an ebook about data insights to help you get more bookings, 
track your progress and improve your marketing, website and webshop. You’ll 
read everything about making data-driven decisions to increase your 
bookings and average order value. 

Visit our website and Download it for free.

https://www.briqbookings.com/download-free-ebook-for-more-bookings/
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Sources and interesting reads
Links to useful SEO tools

Ahrefs
https://ahrefs.com/

Dead Link Checker
https://www.deadlinkchecker.com/

Google’s SERP Simulator
https://mangools.com/free-seo-tools/serp-simulator

Google’s mobile-friendly testing tool
https://search.google.com/test/mobile-friendly

Google’s solution to common crawling and indexing problems
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/7474347?hl=en

Pingdom Website Speed Test
https://tools.pingdom.com/

Semrush
https://www.semrush.com/projects/

SE Ranking
https://seranking.com/

Yoast
https://yoast.com/

Interesting reads

An easy guide on how to get to know your customers and increase your 
revenue
https://www.briqbookings.com/blog/7-ways-how-knowing-your-customers-
will-increase-revenue/

Briq’s ebook with helpful FEC data and insights
https://www.briqbookings.com/download-free-ebook-for-more-bookings/

How to improve your leisure business’ webshop to get more bookings
https://www.briqbookings.com/improve-your-family-entertainment-centre-
webshop-to-get-more-bookings/
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13 tips to improve your venue’s website
https://www.briqbookings.com/blog/13-secrets-to-create-a-successful-
family-fun-centre-website/

Upselling and cross-selling techniques for your leisure business
https://www.briqbookings.com/blog/online-upselling-and-cross-selling-
techniques-for-your-leisure-business/

About Briq

Briq’s integrations
https://www.briqbookings.com/integrations/

Briq’s online booking system
https://www.briqbookings.com/online-booking/

Briq’s multi-activity scheduling software
https://www.briqbookings.com/multi-activity-scheduling-software/

How Briq helps you grow your business online
https://www.briqbookings.com/online-growth/

Backlinking websites opportunities

Go Karting Tickets
https://www.gokartingtickets.com/

Yelp
https://www.yelp.com/

Additional sources mentioned in this ebook

Go Karting Tickets | Dual go-karting: why you want to do this
https://www.gokartingtickets.com/2021/12/28/dual-go-karting-why-you-want-
to-do-this/

How to hide the www prefix to create a clean URL
https://www.a2hosting.com/kb/developer-corner/apache-web-server/adding-
or-removing-the-www-prefix-in-domain-urls

Red Bull | 7 mistakes that all novice karters make
https://www.redbull.com/in-en/karting-mistakes-novices-make

Terakeet | How to Improve Page Speed for Faster Page Load Times
https://terakeet.com/blog/page-load-time/


